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Themistius’ Doctrine of the Three Intellects
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University of Iowa

Themistius notoriously discovered not two but three intellects in Aris-
totle’s De Anima. Besides the two commonly recognized in III.5, he added 
a lower, mortal form of intellect. This third intellect has been the source of 
much complaint. Todd calls it “a perverse interpretation” of Aristotle,1 and 
Huby is dismissive of Themistius’ ability to make a coherent philosophy,2 
while Gabbe has tried to rehabilitate Themistius and his doctrine.3 In this 
paper I will re-examine Themistius’ doctrine and consider how and why he 
came to such a strange interpretation of Aristotle’s doctrine. Like Gabbe, I 
believe that there is a consistent doctrine that Themistius is espousing, one 
that makes a unique and important contribution to Aristotelian studies.  
Unlike her, however, I do not think that the role of the third intellect can 
be equated with Aristotle’s concept of fantasi/a. Instead I will argue for a 
more Platonically inspired solution.

The First Two Intellects (De An. III.5)
Let’s examine the distinction Themistius makes concerning the three intel-

lects that he discerns in III.5: the productive, potential, and passive intellects. 
Aristotle begins III.5 by asserting a general rule of the natural world: there 
is something that serves as matter (u3lh, 430a10) and another that serves as 
cause or maker (to\ ai1tion kai\ poihtiko/n, 430a12). The one that is akin to 
matter is potentially (duna/mei, 430a11) all the things that the other actually 
makes (430a10–13). These differences apply in the case of the soul as well 
(430a13–14). Aristotle adds: “This intellect is separable, impassive, and 
unmixed, being in its essence actuality” (kai\ ou[tov o9 nou=v xwristo\v kai 

1. In Two Greek Aristotelian Commentators on the Intellect, ed. Schroeder and Todd (Toronto: 
Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1990), 96–97, note 95.

2. Huby, “Stages in the Development of Language about Aristotle’s Nous,” in Aristotle and 
the Later Tradition, ed. H.J. Blumenthal and H. Robinson (Oxford: Oxford U Press, 1991), 
142: “He looks at each section [of the De Anima] closely as he comes to it … But at each point 
we have only a partial account, and the parts do not add up to a coherent whole.”

3. Gabbe, “Themistius as a Commentator on Aristotle: Understanding and Appreciating his 
Conception of Nous Pathêtikos and Phantasia,” Dionysius 26 (Dec 2008): 73–92.
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a)paqh\v kai\ a)migh/v, th=| ou0si/a| w@n e0ne/rgeia, a17–18). These words are usually 
taken to refer to the maker intellect since Aristotle later says that when it is 
separated from the body, it is immortal and eternal (a)qa/naton kai\ a)i5dion, 
a23) and impassive (a)paqe/v, a24), while the passive intellect is destructible 
(paqhtiko\v nou=v fqarto/v, a24–25). This last “passive” intellect is usually 
taken to be the same as the one that is all things potentially. Themistius 
interprets III.5 differently. He sees a productive intellect (from poihtiko/n, 
430a12), a potential intellect (from duna/mei, 430a11), and a passive intellect 
(from paqhtiko\v nou=v, a24–25). The first two survive bodily death, but the 
passive intellect does not.

Themistius’ discussion of the productive (poihtiko/v) and potential 
(duna/mei) intellects in III.5 makes up the largest section of his Paraphrasis.4  
Themistius begins by establishing that the potential intellect is actualized by 
the productive (98.12–102.29). The productive intellect is characterized as 
eternal activity: “It is unceasing, untiring, undying, eternal activity” (e1sti 
de\ e0ne/rgeia a!paustov kai\ a)ka/matov kai\ a)qa/natov kai\ a)i/diov, 99.37-38).  
As such its activity is not discontinuous or discursive, moving from topic to 
topic or form to form (100.4–9). Rather “it possesses all the forms as a whole 
and projects them all at once” (a)lla\ pa/nta e1xontov a)rqro/wv ta\ ei1dh kai\ 
a#panta a#ma probeblhme/nou, 100.9–10). Thus, unlike the potential intel-
lect, which actualizes forms individually over time, the productive intellect 
is timeless and all-embracing.5 The productive intellect is best imagined not 
simply as the active but separate component of a compounded intellect, but 
something that is much more unified with the potential intellect that acts as 
its matter. Themistius makes a comparison that is helpful for understanding 
the unity of this compound intellect. He compares the way that a craft is 
related to its matter, but adds that whereas the craft is external to the artwork 
produced by it, the productive intellect is internal (99.13–18):

4. Blumenthal, “Themistius: The Last Peripatetic Commentator on Aristotle?” in Aristotle 
Transformed: The Ancient Commentators and their Influence, ed. R. Sorabji (Ithaca: Cornell U 
Presss), 118 and “Nous Pathêtikos in Later Greek Philosophy,” in Blumenthal and Robinson, 195. 
Note 11 states that the nature of the Paraphrasis changes in this long chapter, becoming more like 
a standard commentary. Cf. Todd in Schroeder and Todd, 36 and Balleriaux, “Thémistius et le 
Néoplatonisme: Le Nou=v Paqhtiko/v et l’Immotalité de l’Âme,” Revue de Philosophie Ancienne 12.2 
(1994): 177 and note 21. It is clear thereby that Themistius realizes the difficulty of the doctrine 
of the intellects in Aristotle and so offers his students (and readers) a more thorough analysis. 

5. For the potential intellect as actualizing forms sequentially, see 95.9–34. For it receiving 
the forms individually from the productive intellect, which contains them without division, 
see 100.22–26.
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For its art is not external to its matter, as the bronze-working art is to the bronze and the 
carpenter’s art to the wood, but the productive intellect enters into the whole potential 
intellect, just as if the carpenter did not preside over the wood or the bronze-worker over 
the bronze from the outside but was able to penetrate throughout the whole of it. For 
in this way the intellect that is in activity, having been added to the potential intellect, 
becomes one with it. For what is of matter and form is one. 

(ou0 ga\r e1cwqen th=v u3lhv h9 te/xnh, w#sper xalkeutikh\ tou= xalkou= kai\ tektonikh\ tou= culou, 

a)ll’ e0ndu/etai o#lw| tw~| duna/mei nw~| o( poihtiko/v, w#sper a@n ei0 o( te/ktwn toi=v culoiv kai\ 

o( xalkotu/pov tw~| xalkw~| mh\ e1cwqen e0pesta/tei, di’ o#lou de\ au0tou= foita~n oi[o/v te h]n. 

ou3tw ga\r kai\ o( kat’ e0ne/rgeian nou=v tw~| dunam/ei nw~| prosgeno/menov ei[v te gi/netai met’ 
au0tou=: e4n ga\r to\ e0c u3lhv kai\ ei1douv.)

Thus the resulting compound is not so divided as that in crafts. The resultant 
intellect, the compound of productive and potential intellect is really one 
entity with two aspects.6

Earlier, in his paraphrase of III.4, Themistius had argued that the poten-
tial intellect is (as Aristotle had said) potentially all the intelligible objects 
without actually being any of them until it is actualized by the productive 
intellect (94.5–20). Themistius, following Aristotle’s lead that the faculty of 
intellect is similar to that of perception, thinks that the actual intelligible 
objects (that exist stored both below in the faculty of imagination and above 
in the productive intellect) enter and leave the potential intellect. It is a sort 
of storehouse for intelligible forms,7 but purely potential and capable of tak-
ing on any form without interference. For this reason, unlike the perceptual 
faculty, it can have no organ, which would interfere with its ability to take 
on the intelligible forms (94.20–34).

Themistius discusses the functioning of the compounded intellects in three 
passages: 95.9–34 (on III.4), 98.35–99.10 (on III.5), and 109.4–18 (on III.6). 
The potential intellect is able (Themistius says) “to hunt after universals, bring 
together the similar among the dissimilar and the same among the different” 
(to\ kaqo/lou du/nhtai qhreu/ein kai\ suna/gein to\ o#moion e0n toi=v a)nomoi/oiv 
kai\ to\ tau0to\n e0n toi=v diafo/roiv, 95.11–12).8 It is the productive intellect 

6. See also 108.33–34, where the productive and potential intellects are “somehow two 
natures and somehow one, for what  is of matter and form is one” (kai\ pw\v me\n du/o fu/seiv 

tou/touv tou\v nou=v, pw\v de\ mi/av: e4n ga\r to\ e0c u3lh kai\ ei2douv). Cf. Huby, 142, although she is 
too quick to find fault with Themistius’ method here. The coalescing of the two intellects into a 
unified self-contained intellect is clear enough and will play an important role in the individual’s 
afterlife, as we shall see below.

7. See 99.6, where Themistius calls the potential intellect a “treasury of thoughts” (qhsauro\v 

nohma/twn) before the productive intellect gives it the ability to sort through these thoughts.  
For a possible Platonic source of the term qhsauro\v, see Schroeder and Todd, 89 note 54.

8. It is worth noting that what the actualized potential intellect does is similar to what the 
World Soul in Plato’s Timaeus does: maps out sameness and difference in the objects it encounters.
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that actualizes these intelligible objects in the potential intellect, allowing it 
to think individual thoughts and so analyze them (99.1–3):

The active intellect having actualized9 the potential intellect not only makes it an 
intellect-in-activity but also makes its potential intelligible objects into actual ones.

(o9 nou=v ou[tov o9 e0nergei/a| proagagw\n to\n duna/mei nou=n ou0 mo/non au0to\n e0nergei/a| nou=n 

e0poi/hsen, a)lla\ kai\ ta\ duna/mei nohta\ e0nergei/a| nohta\ au0tw~| kateskeu/asen.)

When the productive intellect has brought the potential intellect into activity 
and actualized the objects in it, the combined intellect is then able to discern 
and combine the intelligible objects so as to form concepts and true or false 
judgments concerning them (99.4–6 and 109.7–13).10

As to the status of the productive intellect, Themistius argues against 
philosophers like Alexander of Aphrodisias. Themistius believes that the 
productive intellect is not god but something that exists “in the soul,” 
pointing to Aristotle’s words e0n th=| yuxh=| in 430a14 (102.36–103.6).11 Thus 
the productive intellect belongs to and forms a compound with the human 
soul.  Nonetheless, the productive intellect is single and shared by a myriad 
of potential intellects (103.21–104.23).

Themistius goes on to say that the potential intellect, like the productive, 
is immortal. He does so by asserting that Aristotle’s reference to o9 paqhtiko\v 
nou=v at the end of 5 (430.24–25)—the intellect that is “destructible” 
(fqarto/v)—does not refer to the potential intellect but to another, lower 
form of intellect. Let’s examine the evidence that Themistius brings to bear 
in his argument.12

See Tim. 37a2–c5. This description of what intellect does is not to be found in the De Anima, 
and so we again see the importance of Plato’s Timaeus to Themistius’ psychology. See my 
“Themistius on Soul and Intellect in Aristotle’s De Anima,” forthcoming in the Proceedings of 
the Boston Area Colloquium of Ancient Philosophy.

9. Themistius here uses the verb proagagei=n to express the switching on of the potential 
state. For the complete meaning of the verb, see 103.31–32, where Themistius says that the 
productive element “leads it [i.e., the potential intellect] into activity” (o9 proa/gwn au0to\n ei0v 

e0ne/rgeian). At 109.4–5, he uses the imagery of illumination: “the potential intellect receives its 
proper form after the productive intellect illuminates it” (Ou[tov toi/nun o9 duna/mei nou=v o3tan 

a)pola/bh th\n oi0kei/an morfh\n e0lla/myantov au0tw~| tou= poihtikou=). In all three passages he is 
describing the instantaneous change of state from first to second entelechy.

10. In 109.7–13, it is clear that the potential intellect merely grasps individual forms, but 
when actualized by the productive intellect can combine these various forms into true or false 
statements. See also Hubler, “The Perils of Self-Perception: Explanations of Apperception in the 
Greek Commentaries on Aristotle,” The Review of Metaphysics 59.2 (2005): 301.

11. Themistius’ arguments that the productive intellect is not equivalent to the First Unmoved 
Mover of Metaphysics Lambda are given in 102.30–103.19.

12. See also Balleriaux, 178–80.
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Themistius connects the passive intellect of III.5 with a discussion in I.4.  
Aristotle, in the course of showing that the soul does not move, contrasts 
the changes that take place in the individual with the unaffectedness of the 
soul itself (408b13–15):

For perhaps it would be better to say not that the soul pities or learns or thinks but that 
the human being [does so] by means of the soul. 

(be/ltion ga\r i1swv mh\ le/gein th\n yuxh\n e0leei=n h2 manqa/nein h2 dianoei=sqai, a)lla\ to\n 

a1nqrwpon th=| yuxh=|).

Affections and even thinking are not motions within the soul but within 
the compound of soul and body. Aristotle continues by giving intellect a 
higher station than perception (408b18–19): “Intellect seems to be some 
sort of substance that exists in us and not to be perishable” (o9 de\ nou=v e1oiken 
e0ggi/nesqai ou0si/a tiv ou]sa, kai\ ou0 fqei/resqai). So in contrast to affections 
of the bodily compound and even to perceptions, which at least involve an 
alteration in a bodily organ, intellect is unaffected and imperishable. Finally, 
we come to the crucial passage for Themistius’ interpretation (408b25–29):

Thinking and loving or hating are not affections of that [i.e., the intellect] but of this 
which possesses it inasmuch as it possesses it. On which account, when this [possessor] 
perishes, it [i.e., the intellect] neither remembers nor loves, for [the affections] did not 
belong to it [i.e., the intellect] but to the common [compound] that has perished.  The 
intellect is perhaps something more divine, and it is unaffected. 

(to\ de\ dianoei=sqai kai\ filei=n h2 misei=n ou0k e1stin e0kei/nou pa/qh, a)lla\ toudi\ tou= e1xontov 

e0kei=no, h[ | e0kei=no e1xei. dio\ kai\ tou/tou fqeirome/nou ou1te mnhmoneu/ei ou1te filei=: ou0 ga\r 

e0kei/nou h]n, a)lla\ tou= koinou=, o4 a)po/lwlen. o9 de\ nou=v i1swv qeio/tero/n ti kai\ a)paqe/v e0stin.)

Now, it is clear to us that in this passage Aristotle is contrasting the intellect 
with the composite of body and soul. The compound thinks and feels through 
the soul, but the intellect is separate and impassive.

Themistius however interprets the Greek words tou= e1xontov e0kei=no and 
tou= koinou as a third kind of intellect, one that is appropriate to the body and 
perishable. This third, lowest intellect is the one called “the passive intellect” 
in III.5, the one that Aristotle calls “destructible” (105.22).13 Themistius’ 
interpretation is helped by the fact that he thinks that the intellect described 
in III.4 is the potential intellect, rather than the intellect composed of the 
productive and passive intellects (105.22–26):

13. “And so he would say that the passive intellect is the common and destructible one” 
(w#ste to\n koino\n a@n le/goi to\n paqhtiko\n kai\ fqarto/n, 105.22).
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But concerning the potential intellect he says explicitly that it must be unaffected and 
separable and “receptive of the form and potentially the form without being the form” 
(III.4, 429a15–16), that it is not mixed with the body (III.4, 429a24–25),14 that it does 
not have a bodily organ (III.4, 429a26–27),15 and that the unaffectedness of it and of 
sense perception are not the same (III.4, 429a29–30).16

(a)lla\ mh\n peri\ ge tou= duna/mei nou= diarrh/dhn fhsi\n a)paqh= dei=n au0to\n ei]nai kai\ xwristo\n 

kai\ dektiko\n tou= ei1douv kai\ duna/mei toiou=ton, a)lla\ mh\ tou=to, kai\ mhde\ memi=xqai au0to\n 

tw~| sw/mati, mhde\ o1rganon e1xein swmatiko/n, mhde\ o9moi/an th\n a)pa/qeian ei]nai tou/tou 

te kai\ th=v ai0sqh/sewv.)

Thus, Themistius concludes, since the potential intellect has these character-
istics but the common intellect does not, Aristotle must have meant to dif-
ferentiate the two. We will return to the common intellect in the next section.

Themistius returns briefly to the difference between the productive and 
potential intellects at 105.34–106.14. Both intellects are now called separable, 
unmixed, and unaffected (xwristo\v ... kai\ au0to\v a)migh\v kai a)paqh/v, 
105.34), but the productive intellect is more so (ma~llon de\ xwristo\n to\n 
poihtiko\n kai\ ma~llon a)paqh= kai\ ma~llon a)migh=, 106.8–9).

The distinction that Themistius draws between these two highest intel-
lects is intriguing. It would seem that he coupled his desire for a specifically 
human intellect with the idea of a separate intellect that is pure actuality.  
This higher intellect can actualize the potentiality in the individual intellect 
in each human being. Thus, Themistius might well have thought that the 
productive intellect alone does not guarantee a survivable individual intellect.  
The one productive intellect is therefore available to all human intellects, but 
the human intellect is uniquely our own.

The potential intellect is conceived to be separable from the body and 
immortal. In order for an individual to think, the potential intellect must 
remain combined with the productive intellect, and so an eternal mutual 
co-existence must be intended. There would then be some sort of separate 
existence for each potential intellect, but (as Themistius makes clear) it would 
have no memory of this life. The immortal soul would no longer have access 
to the phantasiai in the common intellect, and so its thinking, though still 
dependent on the productive intellect, would be eternal and without divi-
sions or temporality.17

14. dio\ ou0de\ memi=xqai eu1logon au0to\n tw~| sw/mati.
15. poio/v tiv ga\r a@n gi/gnoito, h2 yuxro\v h2 qermo/v, ka@n o!rgano/n ti ei1h, w#sper tw~| 

ai0swhtikw~|.
16. o#ti d’ ou0x o(moi/a h9 a)pa/qeia tou= ai0sqhtikou= kai\ tou= nohtikou=.
17. See 101.5–37.
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Since there is but one productive intellect—perhaps conceived along the 
lines of any of the lower unmoved movers in Aristotle’s Metaphysics18—it must 
be the potential intellect that guarantees any sort of individual immortality.  
At first glance, it might seem impossible for one potential intellect to differ 
from another. At 103.26–31, Themistius raised the issue of immateriality as 
part of the proof that there is only one productive intellect:

If there are many productive intellects, one for each potential intellect, whence will 
they differ from each other? For, things the same in kind are separated by matter.  But 
productive intellects are the same in kind, if all have the same essence in activity and 
all think the same things.

(ei0 de\ polloi\ kai\ kaq’ e3kaston tw~n duna/mei ei[v poihtiko/v, po/qen a)llh/lwn dioi/sousin; 

e0pi\ ga\r tw~n au0tw~n tw~? ei1dei kata\ th\n u3lhn o9 merismo/v, a)na/gkh de\ tou\v au0tou\v ei]nai 

tw~| ei1dei tou\v poihtikou/v, ei1 ge a#pantev th\n au0th\n e1xousin ou0si/an th=| e0nergei/a| kai\ ta\ 

au0ta\ pa/ntev noou=sin.)

It would seem that the same argument could be raised about the potential 
intellects. Once separated from their bodies, they would no longer have a 
material substratum to differentiate them, one from another. The key, of 
course, is that individual potential intellects do not have the same essence in 
activity. Their essence remains potentiality,19 although eternally actualized by 
the productive intellect. Thus, they can be uniquely individual yet immaterial.  

The individual immortality obtained, of course, has nothing to do with 
one’s previous bodily existence. The passive intellect, the one with direct 
access to the phantasiai of the body, will have perished. The only forms that 
the potential intellect now possesses qua storehouse are those that are actu-
ally in the productive intellect (but still potentially in the potential intellect).  
These are not stored up from bodily phantasiai, for the potential intellect no 
longer has access to these. Thus, the potential intellect, eternally compounded 

18. The productive intellect cannot, of course, be one of the unmoved substances, since 
Aristotle says that there are none besides the 47 or 55 that he has recognized (Metaphysics 
12.1073a.38–1074a14). Themistius must then be envisioning a separate intellect from them, 
one that thinks all intelligible objects. On the number of unmoved substances, see Ross, Aris-
totle’s Metaphysics: A Revised Text With Introduction and Commentary, Vol. 2 (Oxford: Oxford 
U Press, 1924), 393–94.

19. Cp. Aristotle, Metaphysics  12. 1074b18–21 (on the supreme intellect ): ei1te noei=, 

tou/tou d’ a!llo ku/rion,  ou0  ga/r e0sti tou=to o3  e0stin au0tou= h9 ou0si/a no/hsiv, a)lla\  du/namiv, 

ou0k a@n  h9 a)ri/sth ou0si/a ei1h: dia\ ga\r tou= noei=n to\ ti/mion au0tw~| u9pa/rxei. Our potential intellects 
are like this hypothesized lesser intellect that would depend for thought on something more 
honorable, namely the productive intellect. Although Themistius paraphrases Aristotle’s words 
in his Paraphrasis in Metaphysica 9, he does not make any reference there to the productive and 
potential intellects in human beings. For Themistius’ In Metaph. in Latin, see 30.25–38 Landauer; 
for the Hebrew version, see Brague, Thémistius Paraphrase de La Métaphysique D’Aristote (Livre 
Lambda) (Paris: Vrin, 1999), 108, para. 3.
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with the productive, does not think discursively or remember its previous 
life. Rather, it shares the life of the productive intellect, eternally engaged 
in pure thought. One might characterize it as dependently intellectualizing, 
for without the productive intellect its forms could never be actualized and 
thinking could not occur.20

The Common Intellect
It should be noted that the passive intellect is directly associated with the 

body and limited in its intellective powers. Themistius makes this clear in 
his commentary to III.5 (101.18–37), when he compares Aristotle’s words 
in I.4, 408b25–29 to those in III.5, 430a21–25. Here for the first time 
Themistius explicates his doctrine. The context is the productive/potential 
intellect’s loss of memories of the embodied life. Why does the compound 
of the higher intellects not remember? Themistius first quotes Aristotle in 
I. 4, 408b25–29 (translated above), and interprets the passage to mean that 
lower-order thinking (dianoei=sqai, as opposed to the pure thought of the 
higher intellects) and memory belong not to the higher intellect but to the 
common intellect. He thus reinterprets Aristotle’s words ou0 ga\r e0kei/nou h]n, 
a)lla\ tou= koinou=, o# a)po/lwlen (that these affections “did not belong to it 
[i.e., the intellect] but to the common [compound] that has perished”) to 
mean that thinking and memory belong to a third intellect denominated 
the “common” one.

Themistius next (101.23–27) quotes from III.5, 430a21–25, where Aris-
totle says that the intellect always is thinking and when separated is immortal 
and eternal (a)qa/naton kai\ a)i5dion, 430a23). Aristotle continues (430.23–25):

But we do not remember, because this is unaffected, but the passive intellect is destruc-
tible, and without this it thinks nothing.

(ou0 mnhmoneu/omen de/, o#ti tou=to me\n a)paqe/v, o9 de\ paqhtiko\v nou=v fqarto/v: kai\ a!neu 

tou/tou ou0qe\n noei=.)

20. Martin, “The Nature of the Human Intellect as it is Expounded in Themistius’ Paraph-
rasis in Libros Aristotelis De Anima,” in The Quest for the Absolute, ed. F.J. Adelmann (Chestnut 
Hill and the Hague, 1966), 11–12, wrongly asserts that Themistius does not believe that the 
potential intellect is immortal. He cites 103.24–26, 104.23–25, and 102.33–36 in support of 
his conclusion. In the first and third passages, however, Themistius is comparing the productive 
intellect with the passive, not with the potential. As 105.22–26 and 105.34 show, Themistius 
does believe that the potential intellect, like the productive, is unaffected by and separable from 
the body and the lowest intellect. Thus, it is best to understand Themistius as conjoining the 
productive with the potential and contrasting both with the passive. The second passage, as 
Schroeder and Todd, 106, note 130, rightly see, raises an aporia. The rest of Themistius’ discus-
sion (104.24–105.14) shows that the potential intellect is “altogether unaffected and separable” 
(panta/pasin a)paqh\v kai\ xwristo/v, 104.29) and so, like the productive intellect, immortal.  
(Cp. 104.30 and 105.4, where the potential intellect is explicitly mentioned.)
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These words are notoriously difficult and can bear many different transla-
tions. It is not our concern to decide what Aristotle intended, but rather to 
see how Themistius interpreted the passage. Interpreting the meaning of 
this passage in relation to that in I.4—how is it that we do not recall our 
former earthly life—Themistius associates the “we” of this passage with the 
productive/potential intellect and the “passive intellect” with the so-called 
“common intellect” of I.4. The cryptic final clause therefore means that 
without the common intellect the productive/potential intellect thinks and 
recalls nothing of its prior life. Thus, Themistius discerns in Aristotle’s writ-
ings a third, lower form of intellect that performs such tasks as discursive 
thinking and recollection. There is more involved to this intellect, as we shall 
see, but since it is associated with lower-order thinking that occurs in time 
and is changeable, it is thereby involved in what we would call intellective 
acts. It is therefore a lower-order intellect that is directly involved with the 
body and ultimately perishable.

Before we look at the role of this intellect in Themistius' philosophy, let 
us briefly consider Gabbe's interpretation.21 Gabbe argues that Themistius 
introduced the common intellect as a faculty that would “discern enmattered 
forms—i.e., sensible particulars—on the reasonable assumption that the 
productive and potential intellects are responsible solely for our contempla-
tion of un-enmattered forms” (75). Furthermore, she resists the idea that it 
is “a distinct third intellect that stands alongside its productive and potential 
counterparts” (75) and instead asserts that “the part of the soul described 
as pathêtikos is nous only in a tangential sense” (82). She then attempts to 
show that Themistius is equating the passive intellect with the faculty of 
imagination.There are some points in favor of her interpretation. First, the 
imaginative faculty does make judgments, and so is in a sense “intellectual” 
in that regard.22 Second, as Gabbe herself points out, the later commenta-
tors Philoponus and Stephanus both associate Aristotle’s pathêtikos nous with 
phantasia, and so Themistius could have made a similar identification.23 There 
are, however, difficulties with this idea.

21. Gabbe, 75–90.
22. Pseudo-Simplicius, In De An. 202.2–9 gives this as a reason for his belief that Aristotle 

calls imagination intellect, explaining that imagination possesses a noero\n i1di/wma (202.6).
23. Gabbe, 82 and note 17. See Blumenthal, “Neoplatonic Interpretations of Aristotle on 

Phantasia,” The Review of Metaphysics 31.2 (1977): 255; “Nous Pathêtikos in Later Greek Phi-
losophy,” 202–04; “Simplicius:” On Aristotle’s On the Soul 3.1–5 (Ithaca: Cornell U Press, 2000), 
131, note 205. “Neoplatonic Interpretations of Aristotle on Phantasia,” 255, adds Asclepius 
to the group as well: “Similarly Asclepius, commenting on Metaphysics 1010b 1–2, says in so 
many words that Aristotle in his treatise on the soul, clearly referring to III.5, calls phantasia 
nous pathêtikos (in Metaphysica 280.16–17).” So too Pseudo-Simplicius.



The key passage for the interpretation of the passive intellect as the fac-
ulty of phantasia is 96.8–97.7, where Themistius discusses how the intellect 
judges both the thing itself and its essence.24 Themistius uses the example 
of water. When we judge that this cold, wet stuff before us is water, we are 
judging the form and the matter, and Themistius says that sense perception 
or phantasia is adequate for such a judgment:

The perceptive faculty is sufficient for us, and more also its companion imagination.

(a)poxrw~sa h9mi=n e0sti\n h9 ai0sqhtikh\ du/namiv, ma~llon de\ kai\ su/zugov au0th=| fantasi/a, 
96.12–13).

When we judge the essence of water, however, we use another faculty or the 
same faculty applied in a different way (a!llwv e1xon, 96.14), for there is no 
matter involved. Themistius concludes (96.19–21):

For with regard to water [what judges] required imagination’s report but with regard to 
the essence of water it is sufficient for itself. 

(pro\v me\n ga\r to\ u3dwr dei=tai th=v fantasi/av a)paggellou/shv, pro\v de\ to\ u3dati 

ei]nai a)po/xrh e9auth=|.) 

Themistius goes on (96.21–27) to interpret this double judging faculty in 
line with Aristotle's example of a straight line and the same line bent (III.4, 
429b.14–18), indicating that the intellect judges both water and its essence, 
but in the former case intellect is “as though compounded” (w#sper su/nqetov, 
96.25) when it judges water and “as simple” (w(v a(plou=v, 96.25–26) when it 
judges form alone. Thus it is the intellect in both cases that does the judging, 
but assimilated to its object. But which intellect?

Gabbe must re-adjust her original claim that the passive intellect is imagi-
nation in light of the passage above, and she says instead:

The shift we see in 96,8–21 from the claim that phantasia discerns the objects as a whole 
to the claim that intellect does so as a compound, indicates that phantasia operates in 
conjunction with intellect when making these kinds of judgments. 25

But this is tantamount to saying that the judge is not phantasia but rather 
intellect, and this indeed is exactly what Themistius does say: the intellect 
judges water in one way and the essence of water in another. It uses phantasia 
to make the first judgment, but it is the intellect that does the judging. The 
reasonable conclusion, then, is that phantasia is not the same as the intellect 
that judges.

24. Gabbe, 84–87.
25. Gabbe, 86.
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The intellect that does the judging in both cases must be the same, if the 
line analogy borrowed from Aristotle is to be valid. Gabbe, however, tries 
to argue that the intellect that judges water is the passive intellect while the 
one that judges the essence of water is the potential/productive intellect.26 

This division is not conformable to Themistius’ text.
There is further proof of my claim in what follows in Themistius, where 

he brings in Plato to corroborate his interpretation of Aristotle (96.27–30).27 
Whereas (Themistius writes) Aristotle had compared the judging of the 
productive/potential intellect to a straight and bent line:

Plato likens the activities of the intellect to circles, one smoothly-running and the 
other straight.

(Pla/twn me\n ga\r ku/kloiv a)fomoioi= ta\v e0nergei/av tou= nou= tw~| te eu0tro/xw? kai\ tw~| 

o0rqw~|, 96.27–28)

The reference is to the Circles of the Same and the Different in Plato’s 
Timaeus 37a2–c5. These two circles make up the World Soul (and we have 
similar circles in our own souls). The Timaeus passage describes how the 
circles judge things in the world. The Circle of the Different comes into 
contact with perceptible objects and “going straight” (ku/klov i0w/n, 37b7) 
announces what they are to the whole soul; the Circle of the Same, “running 
smoothly” (eu1troxov w!n, 37c2) does the same for objects or reason. Thus, 
in the Platonic passage as well, it is the same intellect doing the judging but 
in two different aspects.28

If my interpretation is correct, then there is but one referent for the intellect 
that judges both water and its essence, and that is the productive/potential 
intellect. It makes use of phantasiai (stored forms extracted from matter by 
the senses) but it is not itself the faculty of imagination.

If the Common Intellect is not the faculty of imagination, what is it? 
Gabbe has argued that it is not actually an intellect at all, and she has un-
derstood the word “common” as “describing the cooperative efforts of the 
intellect and body.”29 But if it is not an intellect, why does Themistius call it 
one? And what is the meaning of the word “common?” It is time to consider 
what Themistius says about this mysterious entity. 

26. Gabbe, 86: “It is reasonable to assume that the compounded intellect mentioned at 
96,25 is the passive intellect, since it is combined with body and soul, while the potential and 
productive unity is wholly unmixed and uncompounded (haplous) with body (97, 25–26).”

27. For Themistius’ use of Plato, see my forthcoming article (note 8, above).
28. Strictly speaking, the World Soul is a soul and not an intellect, but it should be remem-

bered that it is rational soul only. It has no irrational or spirited part. As such, it is akin to the 
immortal intellect in Aristotle’s De Anima.

29. Gabbe, 89.
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In his discussion of the common intellect at 105.13–34, in which The-
mistius finds evidence for the common intellect in I.4 and distinguishes it 
from the potential intellect since the common intellect is perishable and 
closely associated with the body, Themistius ends with the metaphor of the 
pro/dromov, “forerunner” (105.30). The common intellect is a forerunner 
of the productive, just as the sun is of light or a flower of fruit (105.30–32). 
He concludes (105.32–34):

For in the case of other things nature does not immediately provide the final product 
without a preamble, but things that are weaker but related appear as forerunners of the 
more perfect products.

(ou0de\ ga\r e0pi\ tw~n a!llwn h9 fu/siv a)froimi/aston to\ te/lov eu0qu\v paradi/dwsin, a)lla\ 

ta\ katadee/stera me\n suggenh= de\ tw~n teleiote/rwn protre/xei.)

This sentence suggests that the common intellect, related in kind to the 
productive but inferior to it, appears earlier in the human being as a preamble 
to the more perfect intellect (already in existence and prior in actuality). If 
so, the common intellect is an intellect of sorts, but of a weaker variety. It is 
weaker, of course, because it cannot perform the higher-level intellection of 
the productive/potential intellect, which can think form without phantasiai. 
But how is it related to it?

Themistius provides an answer by reference to Plato’s Timaeus (106.14–
107.29). This is not an unusual strategy for the Peripatetic philosopher, who 
willingly uses Plato to explicate a problematic Aristotelian text.30 Here he 
can use Plato to describe both how the term “intellect” can be appropriately 
ascribed to the common intellect and how it is related to the higher intel-
lect. Themistius describes the similarity between the doctrines of the two 
philosophers in this way (106.14–16):

Destructible is what he [i.e., Aristotle} calls the common [intellect], according to which 
a human being is composed of soul and body and in which there are spirit and appetites. 
Plato also calls these destructible.

30. See my forthcoming article (note 8, above). See also Balleriaux, 188–91, although I 
cannot accept his argument that Themistius proves himself a Platonist. Themistius is using Plato 
as support for his Peripatetic position. See Blumenthal, “Themistius: The Last Peripatetic Com-
mentator on Aristotle?”, 123, who concludes that Themistius “was predominately a Peripatetic;” 
Huby, “Stages in the Development of Language about Aristotle’s Nous,”140; and Todd both in 
Schroeder and Todd, 34, and in Themistius: On Aristotle’s On the Soul (Ithaca: Cornell U Press, 
1996), 2. See also Guldentops, “Themistius on Evil,” Phronesis 46. 2 (2001): 208, where he 
concludes his study of Themistius’ view of evil by saying: “His Peripatetic philosophy, influenced 
in some respects by Plato and to a lesser degree by Neoplatonism and Stoicism, convinced him 
that everything in the universe is basically good;” cf. 190.
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(fqarto\n de\ le/gei to\n koino/n, kaq’ o3n o9 a!nqrwpov o9 sugkei/menov e0k yuxh=v kai\ sw/matov, 

e0n w{| qumoi\ kai\ e0piqumi/ai: a$ kai\ Pla/twn fqarta\ u9polamba/nei.)31

Themistius quotes Tim. 69c5–e4, in which the younger gods fashion a 
body and house in it both the immortal rational soul made by the Demiurge 
and the lower mortal soul (spirited and appetitive) that they themselves had 
fashioned. The lower, mortal soul possesses “terrible but necessary passions” 
(deina\ kai\ a)nagkai=a paqh/mata, 106.19–20), which include pleasure, pain, 
audacity (qa/rsov, 106.20), fear, anger (qumo/v, 106.21), and hope, mixed with 
“irrational sense perception” (ai1sqhsiv a!lo/gov, 106.22). Thus, the passions 
in the mortal soul in the Timaeus are equated with the perceptive, desiderative, 
and imaginative faculties in the De Anima. In both works, they are affections 
that are common to the body and soul, and specifically to those aspects of 
the soul that are mortal. Themistius goes on to say that the arguments that 
Plato gives in various dialogues for the soul’s immortality apply “for the most 
part” (sxedo/n ti, 106.30) to the intellect (106.29–107.4). Thus, Themistius 
equates the two lower souls of the Timaeus with the common intellect and 
the Platonic rational soul with the productive/potential intellect.

Themistius then gives three reasons why the term “intellect” may properly 
be applied to the common intellect. First, the irrational passions are amenable 
to reason (107.7–8):

For the passions of the human soul are not altogether irrational, since they are also 
obedient to and educated and chastised by reason 

(ou0 ga\r panta/pasin a!loga ta\ pa/qh th=v yuxh=v th=v a)nqrwpi/nhv, a# ge kai\ u9pakou/ei 

tw~| lo/gw| kai\ paideu/etai kai\ nouqetei=tai.)

Themistius adds (107.9–12) that the passions in human beings alone are thus 
amenable. Animals lack reason, and so their passions are not regulated by it.32

31. The term qumoi\ (“spirit”) is nearly impossible to translate. It is meant to include all that 
Plato included by the second part of the soul: anger, high spiritedness, desire for honor or glory, 
etc. The Greek word e0piqumi/ai, therefore, is meant to encapsulate the desires of the lowest part 
of the soul, the appetites. Todd, in Schroeder and Todd, 110, note 142, points out that the 
word koina/ appears in De Anima 403a4, “in a passage where the passions (pathê) are described 
as ‘common’ (koina) to the soul and body.” In this same passage, the terms e0piqumei=n (“to have 
an appetite for,” a7) and qumo/v (a17) appear as pathê of the body and soul. It is likely, then, that 
Themistius had this passage in mind along with that in I.4 in his comparison with Plato’s Timaeus.

32. This is reminiscent of Aristotle’ discussion of the causes of locomotion in III.9–10. There 
animals are moved by appetition; human beings by practical reason.  Contemplative reason is 
not part of the cause of motion in human beings, for it does not deal with what is to be avoided 
or pursued.  Thus, here too it is a lower-order reason that contributes to motion, just as in I.4 
it was discursive thinking that belonged to the composite of soul and body.
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Second, passions such as audacity, fear, and hope concern future events 
and so are in part rational (107.9–14). Themistius again contrasts passions 
in animals, saying that these involve merely immediate pleasures and pains.  
Thus, again, the passions in the lower human soul have a rational component.

Third, human passions partake of reason to the extent that they can 
be moderated and so become virtues (107.14–16). As Themistius writes 
(107.16–17):

This is a sign that their nature is not irrational but without due measure.  

(tou=to de\ sumei=on tou= mh\ th\n fu/sin au0tw~n a!logon ei]nai, a)lla\ to\ a!metron.)

So the passions are not innately irrational but rather capable of being trained 
by reason and converted into virtues.

For these three reasons (their amenability to reason, their relation to 
future events, and their ability to be converted into virtues), the passions in 
the lower soul can be considered (at least to some extent) rational. On this 
point, Themistius believes, Plato and Aristotle are agreed. Therefore, the 
common intellect partakes of both the irrational and rational, and to the 
extent that the mortal nature in us (the spirited and appetitive aspects in 
Plato and the nutritive, sensitive, and imaginative faculties in Aristotle) are 
controlled by reason, they act in unison with intellect and are to that degree 
intellectual themselves.

Finally, Themistius says that these passions and the passive intellect may 
be called the same (kai\ ei1h a@n tau0to\n ei0pei=n paqhtiko/n te nou=n kai\ pa/qov 
logiko/n, 107.18-–19), and he adds that the intellect itself (i.e., the pro-
ductive/potential intellect) could only be bound and attached to the body 
through these intermediary passions (ou0de\  ga\r a!llwv oi[o/n te h]n to\n nou=n 
e0gkatoiki/zesqai tw~| sw/mati mh\ dia\ me/swn tw~n paqw~n sundou/menon kai\ 
sunapto/menon, 107.21–22). Thus, the common intellect, which is these pas-
sions that are amenable to reason, is the bond that connects the productive/
potential intellect to the body, and through this lower intellect the higher 
intellect controls and rules the corporeal body.

It should be clear now why Themistius could claim that the common 
intellect was in fact an intellect. Gabbe was correct that it was not strictly 
speaking an intellect, and it certainly forms no part of the productive/po-
tential compound. It is, however, the instrument through which the intellect 
reaches the body and controls it. As such, it is an intermediary susceptible 
to the rational control of the intellect proper.

It should also be clear that the common intellect is not simply the imagina-
tion alone. The imaginative faculty is too narrow in its operation to account 
for all the ways that the intellect uses the body. It needs the phantasiai, to be 
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sure, to create concepts and think.  But it also needs the other psychic facul-
ties and its desires in order to feed, care for, and control the body. Themistius 
believed that in order for the productive/potential intellect to rule and use the 
body, it had need of an intermediary that was neither body nor intellect, but 
one that would allow the intellect access to and governance over the body.  
He found it in the quasi-rational bodily affections, which he argued were, 
qua mean, both rational and non-rational and so, to the extent that they 
could be used by the intellect, they could be called intellect.

Themistius’ doctrine of the three intellects is based on an incorrect inter-
pretation of Aristotle’s text, but it coheres as a theory of how the individual 
thinks—both in an embodied and disembodied state. It also guarantees some 
sort of individual immortality. Themistius’ may not be a valid interpretation, 
but it is a workable doctrine, if one divorces it from Aristotle’s.
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